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Abstract
The competition of monovalent and divalent cations for proximity to negatively charged DNA is of biological importance and can provide strong constraints for theoretical treatments of polyelectrolytes. Resonant x-ray scattering experiments have allowed us to monitor the number and distribution of each cation in a mixed ion cloud around DNA. These measurements provide experimental evidence to support a general theoretical prediction: the normalized distribution of each ion around polyelectrolytes remains constant when ions are mixed at different ratios. In addition, the amplitudes of the scattering signals throughout the competition provide a measurement of the surface concentration parameter that predicts the competition behavior of these cations. The data suggest that ion size needs to be taken into account in applying Poisson-Boltzmann treatments to polyelectrolytes such as DNA.
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The competition of monovalent and divalent cations for proximity to negatively charged DNA is of biological importance and can provide strong constraints for theoretical treatments of polyelectrolytes. Resonant x-ray scattering experiments have allowed us to monitor the number and distribution of each cation in a mixed ion cloud around DNA. These measurements provide experimental evidence to support a general theoretical prediction: the normalized distribution of each ion around polyelectrolytes remains constant when ions are mixed at different ratios. In addition, the amplitudes of the scattering signals throughout the competition provide a measurement of the surface concentration parameter that predicts the competition behavior of these cations. The data suggest that ion size needs to be taken into account in applying Poisson-Boltzmann treatments to polyelectrolytes such as DNA.

The conformation of DNA and its packing into cellular and viral compartments play critical roles in the transmission and expression of genetic information in living systems [1]. Integral to DNAs structure and function are its interactions with multiple metal ions, organic cations, and cationic proteins [2]. These interactions occur within a diffuse background of ions that surround DNA. The fundamental behavior of DNA cannot be understood without accounting for this counterion atmosphere and the competition between different cations for inclusion within it.

The strong salt dependences of folding and intermolecular interactions of nucleic acids and of synthetic polyelectrolytes [3] underscore the need for accurate modeling of the counterion distributions. Interactions with counterions are also critical in facilitating attractive forces between negatively charged strands, such as those driving DNA condensation [4–6] and actin bundle formation [7,8]. Furthermore, the interpretation of electrophoretic mobilities and other transport properties relies on an accurate treatment of the ion atmosphere [9].

Early treatments of the interaction of DNA with oppositely charged particles began in the 1970s with Manning’s counterion condensation theory [10]. Although this model accurately predicts many experimental results [11], it makes no specific predictions of the spatial distribution of ions around the DNA. Functional forms of the distributions rely on models based on application of the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation [12]. Although simplifying assumptions within the PB treatment limit its applicability [13], this model is in agreement with experimental data reflecting the positions of monovalent ions or divalent ions around DNA [14–16].

In biological systems, the solution around DNA is composed of multiple cationic species. For these mixed-valence solutions, and in nearly all experimental systems, the question of preferential binding arises. A qualitative analysis of entropy suggests that the localization of a single divalent ion would be favored over the localization of two monovalent ions required to neutralize the same amount of charge [17]. Previous measurements of ionic competition by magnetic resonance relaxation times [12], electrophoresis [18], and equilibrium dialysis [19] strongly support this preference. These techniques can distinguish bound from unbound charges but they do not provide the critical information about how these ions are distributed in space. Thus, quantitative comparison to experiment has required an untested assumption that the spatial distribution of an ion remains constant as its concentration is lowered by competition with another ion [20].

We previously demonstrated that anomalous (resonant) small angle x-ray scattering (ASAXS) can be used to obtain quantitative information about the distribution of ions. The distributions of a monovalent ion, Rb+, and of a divalent ion, Sr2+, around a DNA duplex were shown to be consistent with predictions for distributions of single cations from PB theory [15]. Herein we report ASAXS experiments of ion competition that provide more stringent tests of the accuracy and applicability of PB treatments. The critical assumption that the spatial distribution of an ion is constant when in competition with another ion has now been tested and shown to hold. Further, these results allow determination of a critical surface concentration parameter that allows the prediction of competition behavior of monovalent and divalent cations. However, the derived concentration parameter
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The conformation of DNA and its packing into cellular and viral compartments play critical roles in the transmission and expression of genetic information in living systems [1]. Integral to DNAs structure and function are its interactions with multiple metal ions, organic cations, and cationic proteins [2]. These interactions occur within a diffuse background of ions that surround DNA. The fundamental behavior of DNA cannot be understood without accounting for this counterion atmosphere and the competition between different cations for inclusion within it.

The strong salt dependences of折叠 and intermolecular interactions of nucleic acids and of synthetic polyelectrolytes [3] underscore the need for accurate modeling of the counterion distributions. Interactions with counterions are also critical in facilitating attractive forces between negatively charged strands, such as those driving DNA condensation [4–6] and actin bundle formation [7,8]. Furthermore, the interpretation of electrophoretic mobilities and other transport properties relies on an accurate treatment of the ion atmosphere [9].

Early treatments of the interaction of DNA with oppositely charged particles began in the 1970s with Manning’s counterion condensation theory [10]. Although this model accurately predicts many experimental results [11], it makes no specific predictions of the spatial distribution of ions around the DNA. Functional forms of the distributions rely on models based on application of the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation [12]. Although simplifying assumptions within the PB treatment limit its applicability [13], this model is in agreement with experimental data reflecting the positions of monovalent ions or divalent ions around DNA [14–16].
does not appear to be accounted for by the simplest PB treatments in which ions are treated as point charges. This discrepancy can be resolved if the finite size of the ions is considered.

Small angle x-ray scattering probes the size, shape, and compactness of molecules in solution. The scattering of x rays by molecules results from spatial variations in electron density in the sample [21]. The electron density of the DNA-counterion system has three components: the DNA, the bulk solution far from the DNA, and the high concentration, territorially bound layer [inset Fig. 1(a)].

Scattering from the ions can be selectively probed using ASAXS [22]. In these experiments, the energy of the incident x ray is tuned to approach the energy to eject an electron from an inner atomic shell. Far from this atomic resonance, or edge, the scattering power of an isolated atom, $f_0$, is proportional to atomic number. Just below the edge, the real part of the scattering power is reduced by the real part of the anomalous scattering factor $f'$ [23,24]. The imaginary part of the scattering factor, the photoelectric absorption $f''$, is modest [22]. To carry out these experiments, SAXS profiles are acquired at two energies: one just below the absorption edge and the second 0.1 keV lower in energy, where resonant effects can be ignored. We refer to these energies as “on-edge” and “off-edge,” respectively. Subtraction of these two profiles, appropriately normalized, yields a signal that reports on the spatial distribution of the resonant element, in this case the counterions.

The DNA samples were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies. The sequence and sample preparation were described in Ref. [15]. Duplex DNA was dialyzed against a series of salt solutions, with composition ranging from pure monovalent cation, 0.1 M rubidium acetate, to pure divalent cation, 0.1 M strontium acetate. Following dialysis, the DNA concentration was adjusted to 0.2 mM, as determined by absorbance at 260 nm.

SAXS data were collected at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) C1 bend magnet station, where high intensity, tunable x-rays (bandwidth 4–5 eV at 16 keV) are available [25]. Monovalent ions, (Rb$^+$), were probed using x-rays of 15.098 and 15.198 keV. Divalent ions, (Sr$^{2+}$), were probed at 16.008 and 16.108 keV. The 3 mm path length, low volume (50 μL) sample cells use ultrathin silicon nitride films, fabricated at the Cornell Nanoscale Science and Technology Facility (CNF), as x-ray windows. Each scattering profile was normalized to the transmitted intensity over the 30-second exposure. At each energy, the intensity $I(q)$ was determined by subtracting a DNA absent background profile from the DNA present signal profile. The anomalous difference signal can be derived from Eq. (1), recognizing that subtraction removes energy independent terms.

$$I(q) = \frac{\int f_{DNA} F_{DNA}(q) + f_{ion} F_{ion}(q) \times f_{DNA}(E_{on}) - f_{ion}(E_{off})}{\int f_{ion} F_{ion}(q) \times f_{DNA}(E_{on})},$$

where $q = 4\pi \sin \theta / \lambda$, $\theta$ is half the scattering angle, and $\lambda$ is the x-ray wavelength. Close to an atomic resonance $f_{ion} = [f_0 + f'(E) + if''(E)]$ [28]. The intensity was calculated at two energies and the anomalous difference signal was extracted by subtracting the on-edge from off-edge prediction. The functional form for the anomalous difference signal can be derived from Eq. (1), recognizing that subtraction removes energy independent terms.

$$I_{anom}(q) = 2\alpha F_{DNA}(q) F_{ion}(q) \times f_{DNA}(E_{on}) - f_{ion}(E_{off})$$

where $\alpha$ is the constant of proportionality between the

![FIG. 1 (color online). In part (a), the measured anomalous signal for monovalent rubidium ions in Rb-DNA is shown. The smooth, dashed curve is the best fit to the analytical theory described in the text. The inset shows a cartoon of the sample and indicates density variations of the counterions by shading. Part (b) shows measured and predicted curves for divalent Sr$^{2+}$ ions in Sr-DNA. The inset illustrates the difference in the shape of the anomalous signals for monovalent ions (lower, blue curve) and divalent ions (upper, red curve). The tighter spatial localization of divalent ions is reflected by the higher intensity at larger scattering angle. In parts (c) and (d) anomalous signals for both types of ions are shown in two different bulk solutions. The curve amplitudes have been scaled to illustrate the shape similarity under different solution conditions.](image-url)
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measured signal and number of scattered x rays. The small ion-ion term has been neglected, as have the small effects from the anion distributions [15].

Figure 1 shows representative data for the DNA duplex in Rb\(^+\) alone, in Sr\(^{2+}\) alone, and in a mixture of the two ions. Both analytical and numerical solutions have been employed to evaluate Eq. (2) for comparison to the data. In the analytical approach, outlined in Ref. [28], the DNA was modeled as a finite-length cylinder of radius 1 nm and the excess ion concentration, \(\Delta n(r)\), was solved for [20]; the excess concentration profile is used because SAXS is sensitive to electron density differences relative to the bulk solvent. Good agreement between the data in Rb\(^+\) or Sr\(^{2+}\) alone and the model is observed [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Fits of comparable quality are obtained from numerical solutions with atomic models of DNA and were published previously [15].

As noted above, PB theory predicts the normalized spatial distribution of a given ion to be invariant as bulk salt concentration changes (up to \(-0.4\) M), even as the ion number decreases due to competition ([16,20,29,30] and calculations not shown). We have tested this prediction by comparing the shape of anomalous signals under mixed salt conditions to those acquired in pure monovalent and pure divalent solutions. The representative results in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show that the normalized scattering profile for each species is independent, within error, of the makeup of the bulk solution. Analogous results were obtained for four other mixed Rb\(^+\)/Sr\(^{2+}\) solutions within noise (data not shown).

Although the shape of the ion distribution is constant, the amount in the ion cloud is decreased by competition with the other ion. The number of each ion in the ion cloud can be predicted from standard PB electrostatic treatments of charged surfaces if an appropriate surface concentration parameter is known (see below). Our measurements allow a quantitative determination of this concentration parameter.

The PB theory requires a simple relation [20,29] between the surface and bulk concentrations, \(N_{s_j}\) and \(N_{b_j}\), of any ionic species: \(N_{s_j} = N_{b_j} e^{-\Psi_s}\), where \(\Psi_s\) is the reduced surface potential [20] and \(z\) is the ion valence. In terms of reduced surface concentrations, \(n_{s_j}\) (corresponding to \(N_{s_j}\)) normalized to \(N_{s_j}^{\max}\) (\(N_{s_j}^{\max}\)), measured in pure monovalent (divalent) solution, application of the Boltzmann equation leads to [20]:

\[
\frac{n_{s_2}}{n_{s_1}} = N_{s_2}^{\max} N_{s_1}^{\max} N_{s_1}^{\max}.
\]

The ratio on the left side of this equation is measured and is related to the (known) bulk concentrations by a single concentration parameter, \(N_{s_1}^{\max}/N_{s_2}^{\max}\). From Eq. (2) and the functional form for \(\Delta n(r)\) from Ref. [20], it follows that \(I_{\text{anom}}(q)\) is directly proportional to the surface concentration, \(N_{s_j}\), of an ion. The ASAXS measurements therefore allow the determination of the \(n_{s_j}\) values, a test of the relationship in Eq. (3), and extraction of the critical parameter, \(N_{s_1}^{\max}/N_{s_2}^{\max}\).

Measurements of the anomalous difference signals of the monovalent ion, Rb\(^+\), and the divalent ion, Sr\(^{2+}\), were carried out in seven different solutions, ranging from pure Rb\(^+\) to pure Sr\(^{2+}\), while maintaining a constant total cation concentration of 0.1 M. Values of \(N_{s_1} = N_{s_{Rb}}^{\max}\) and \(N_{s_2} = N_{s_{Sr}}^{\max}\) were determined for each ion type (up to a scale factor) by fitting the scattering profile to Eq. (2). To use Eq. (3), the reduced surface concentrations, \(n_{s_1}\) and \(n_{s_2}\) were obtained by normalizing the best-fit coefficient for each measured anomalous signal to the coefficient obtained in the limiting case, when the solution consists of that ion alone. All 14 data points are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the concentration of Sr\(^{2+}\) in bulk solution. The reduced surface concentrations sum to unity within error, a boundary condition expected from numerical solutions to the PB model [29] (Fig. 2, inset).

The solid lines shown in Fig. 2 represent the best fit of Eq. (3) to all of the data points. We find a good fit to the data, providing support for the ability of PB treatments to describe the electrostatics underlying ion competition. Nevertheless, the best-fit value of \(N_{s_1}^{\max}/N_{s_2}^{\max} = 2.1 \pm 0.2\) M is smaller than the value 2.9 M expected from the standard treatment of DNA where it is modeled as a uniformly charged cylinder [12]. The better agreement of the former value (2.1 M) than the latter value (2.9 M) is evident by comparison of the \(\chi^2\) values, 1.4 and 2.6, respectively. The discrepancy between our measured

![FIG. 2 (color online). The measured reduced surface concentrations of Rb\(^+\) (solid blue circles) and Sr\(^{2+}\) (solid red triangles) ions are shown as the bulk solution composition is varied. The solid lines represent the best fit of Eq. (3) to the data. The dashed lines represent the predictions of numerical calculations with finite ionic radius, i.e., the distance of closest approach of both types of ions to the DNA. A curve corresponding to a representative value of 2 Å is shown. Both approaches result in good agreement with the data. The inset shows that the sum of the reduced surface concentrations equals unity (solid line), within error.](image-url)
value and the expected value can be accounted for if the finite sizes of the ions are taken into consideration. Size effects modify the surface concentration in two ways. First, each ion's closest approach to the DNA surface is determined by its hydrated radius (1–3 Å for Rb⁺ and 1–4 Å for Sr²⁺ depending on the treatment of the ionic hydration shell [31]). Second, competition can also be influenced by differences in the ligand size [29]. Both of these effects reduce the expected surface concentration relative to the prediction for point charges, and bring the PB theory into agreement with the measurements. To further evaluate this hypothesis, we carried out numerical solutions of the PB equation with an atomic resolution model. The numbers of bound ions were derived from an integration of the excess ion profile calculated with Delphi [15,32] using a closest approach of 2–4 Å and give excellent agreement with the data (Fig. 2). In summary, both the analytic and numerical approaches result in excellent agreement with the data when finite ion size effects are included.

Using resonant scattering, we have distinguished the scattering profiles of two different species of ions competing in the charge neutralization of DNA. This method supports several basic predictions of PB theory: distributions of ions in competition are invariant in shape; the change in the number of bound ions throughout the competition follows a simple Boltzmann relationship, Eq. (3). Nevertheless, this agreement requires a surface concentration parameter smaller than that predicted from Eq. (3). This difference likely results from ion size effects, which are not included in the simplest PB treatments. The measurement of the surface concentration parameter, coupled with the observed robustness of the spatial distribution of competing ions, provides critical information required for accurate modeling of ion distributions around charged surfaces.
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